Introduction
Various types of electromagnetic surface wave may be guided by the planar interface of two dissimilar materials [1] . For example, if one of the two partnering materials is a metal and the other is a dielectric material, then surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) waves may be guided by the interface [2] , [3] . Alternatively, if one of the two partnering materials is an isotropic dielectric material and the other is an anisotropic dielectric material, then Dyakonov surface waves may be guided by the interface [4] - [7] . Typically, SPP waves can propagate in a wide range of directions (even all directions) in the interface plane [1] , whereas Dyakonov surface waves propagate in a small range of directions in the interface plane [8] . Such surface waves may be exploited for applications in optical sensing [9] - [11] , communication [12] , [13] , and harvesting solar energy [14] , [15] , among other applications.
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The scenario wherein both partnering materials are dissipative has received little attention from researchers. However, as demonstrated in the following sections, in this scenario a richer palette of surface-wave characteristics is supported as compared to the scenario where one or both of the partnering materials is nondissipative. The particular issue under investigation herein is the transition from Dyakonov surface waves to SPP waves that can be induced by varying the temperature. To this end, the planar interface of a temperature-sensitive isotropic material and a temperature-insensitive uniaxial material is considered, each material characterized by a relative permittivity dyadic [16] and the optic axis of the uniaxial partnering material lying wholly in the interface plane. The ability to fine tune the transition from Dyakonov surface waves to SPP waves by temperature control may be potentially exploited for temperature-sensing applications and in sub-freezing situations [17] , [18] .
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides the details of the canonical boundaryvalue problem for surface-wave propagation when the chosen partnering materials occupy the adjacent half-spaces z < 0 and z > 0. Although the canonical boundary-value problem is practically unimplementable, it lies at the heart of practically implementable configurations such as the prismcoupled, grating-coupled, and waveguide-coupled configurations [1] . Illustrative numerical results are presented in Section 3, and the main conclusions from those results are provided in Section 4. An exp(−i ωt) dependence on time t is implicit, with i = √ −1 and angular frequency ω. Vectors are underlined once, dyadics twice. Column vectors and matrices are enclosed within square brackets. The Cartesian unit vectors are denoted byû x ,û y , andû z ; the position vector r = xû x + yû y + zû z ; the permittivity and permeability of free space are denoted by ε 0 and μ 0 , respectively; k 0 = ω √ ε 0 μ 0 is the free-space wavenumber; c 0 = 1/ √ ε 0 μ 0 is the speed of light in free space; and the square root operator, denoted by √ ·, delivers the principal square root whose real part is always non-negative.
Canonical boundary-value problem
Let us now simplify a general formalism [19] to establish the canonical boundary-value problem for surface-wave propagation guided by the planar interface of a uniaxial material and an isotropic material. The uniaxial material, labeled A, fills the half-space z > 0 and is characterized by the relative permittivity dyadic
where I =û xû x +û yû y +û zû z is the identity dyadic [16] . The unit vectorû points in the direction of the optic axis of material A. We have chosen for it to lie in the xy plane, oriented at angle ψ with respect to the x axis, i.e.,û
The dyadic ε A has two eigenvalues: ε s A of algebraic multiplicity [20] equal to 2 and ε t A of algebraic multiplicity equal to 1. Whereas ε s A governs the propagation of ordinary plane waves, both eigenvalues together govern the propagation of extraordinary plane waves, in material A [16] . The isotropic material, labeled B, fills the half-space z < 0 and is characterized by the relative permittivity dyadic ε B I . Both materials are non-magnetic and non-magnetoelectric [21] , [22] .
The electromagnetic field phasors in the two partnering materials are represented by
The amplitude vectors E and H have complex-valued components, as does the wave vector k . All three vectors can vary with ω. Without loss of generality, we consider the surface wave to propagate parallel toû x in the xy plane, i.e.,û y • k ≡ 0.
Half-space z > 0
In the half-space z > 0, the Maxwell curl postulates yield
where
and Re {α A } > 0 for surface-wave propagation. On combining (4) and (5), a biquadratic dispersion relation emerges for α A , the four roots being
The two roots with non-negative real parts are identified as
Accordingly,
The scalars q, A A1 , and A A2 have to be determined by enforcing boundary conditions across the interface z = 0.
Half-space z < 0
In the half-space z < 0, the Maxwell curl postulates yield
must be chosen so that Re {α B } > 0. Accordingly
with the scalars A B1 and A B2 to be determined by enforcing boundary conditions across the interface z = 0.
Interface z = 0
The continuity of tangential components of the electric and magnetic field phasors across the z = 0 imposes the conditions
Dispersion relation
The four conditions (14) may be represented compactly as
wherein the 4 × 4 matrix [M ] must be singular for surface-wave propagation. The dispersion equation det [M ] = 0 is equivalent to the equation
The symmetry of (16) is such that if a surface wave exists for angle ψ = ψ , then surface waves also exist for ψ = −ψ and ψ = π ± ψ .
Numerical studies
In order to concentrate on the effects of temperature on the propagation of surface waves guided by the interface of the chosen isotropic and uniaxial materials, we fixed the frequency as 0.6 THz for all numerical results presented here. 
Selection of partnering materials
The angular existence domain (i.e., the range of values of ψ ) for Dyakonov surface waves is larger for materials which exhibit larger degrees of anisotropy [1] , [8] . Accordingly, with the aim of making the effects of temperature more conspicuous, we choose material A to be highly anisotropic. This may be achieved by taking material A to be an engineered composite material, arising from the homogenization of two component materials labeled A1 and A2. Both are isotropic dielectric materials, with relative permittivities ε A1 and ε A2 , and volume fractions f A1 and f A2 = 1 − f A1 , respectively. High degrees of anisotropy may be conceptualized on assuming that the component materials are randomly distributed as acicular particles oriented parallel toû. Then, according to the Bruggeman homogenization formalism [22] , the relative permittivity parameters of material A are estimated to be [23] 
Alternatively, a laminated composite material could be employed for the sought-after high degree of anisotropy [22] . For component material A1 we chose free space, i.e., ε A1 = 1.0, while for component material A2 we chose zirconium-tin-titanate whose relative permittivity at 0.6 THz has the approximately constant value of ε A2 = 37.20 + 0.40i from 180 K to 220 K [24] . The volume fraction of free space was fixed at f A1 = 0.58. Thus, (17) yield ε s A = 3.96 + 0.01i and ε t A = 16.38 + 0.17i . Material B was taken to be the semiconductor InSb, whose relative permittivity in the terahertz regime is given by the Drude model [25] , [26] 
wherein the high-frequency relative permittivity ε ∞ = 15.68, the damping constant γ = π × 
Surface-wave analysis
Let us now delineate the effect on surface-wave propagation of increasing the temperature from the dissipative-dielectric regime to the metallic regime for material B by means of numerical studies.
3.2.1 T = 180 K: We begin at T = 180 K, material B being a weakly dissipative dielectric material at that temperature. The real and imaginary parts of the normalized propagation constant q, as extracted from (16) , are plotted against the orientation angle ψ in Fig. 2 . Also plotted in Fig. 2 are the real parts of the decay constants α A1 and α A2 , as delivered by (7), and α B , as delivered by (12) .
The surface-wave solutions found can be organized into two branches: branch 1 which exists for ψ ∈ (0
• , 90 • ) and branch 2 which exists for ψ ∈ (64 • , 69 • ). Thus, two distinct Dyakonov surface waves can propagate for ψ ∈ (64
• , 69 • ). Solutions on branch 2 have considerably higher values of Re {q} than solutions on branch 1. Therefore, values of the phase speed v p h = c 0 /Re {q} on branch 2 are considerably lower than Vol. 8, No. 5, October 2016on branch 1. In addition, since Im {q} has generally much larger values on branch 2 than on branch 1, surface waves on branch 2 generally decay much more rapidly alongû x than those on branch 1. The real parts of α A1 and α A2 are two orders of magnitude larger on branch 2 than on branch 1, and the real part of α B is an order of magnitude larger on branch 2 than on branch 1. Therefore, surface waves on branch 2 are much more tightly bound to the interface z = 0 than surface waves on branch 1, especially so in the half-space z > 0.
The surface waves at T = 180 K must be classified as Dyakonov surface waves, because they require both partnering materials to be homogeneous and at least one partnering material to be anisotropic. Since the original works on Dyakonov surface waves [4] , [5] dealt with the planar interface of nondissipative materials, it is of interest to compare the results presented in Fig. 2 with results for the scenarios wherein one or both of the partnering materials are nondissipative. In Fig. 3 For case a), the solutions can be organized into two branches: branch 1, which exists for ψ ∈ (49
• , 90 [5] , [8] , and our numerical results show that it exists for ψ ∈ (64
• , 69 • ). Indeed, a more precise value for the angular existence domain for case (c), namely (63.73
• , 69.43 • ), is provided by an analytical formula [5] . By comparing Figs. 2 and 3 , we infer that the multiple solution branches that arise for Fig. 2 are due to the nonzero imaginary parts of ε s,t A and/or ε B . Parenthetically, the very large angular existence domains that arise for cases (a) and (b) in Fig. 3 are attributable to the highly anisotropic nature of material A. Even for case (c), the angular existence domain is about 5
• for the same reason; with natural materials, the angular existence domain is about 1
• and smaller [7] , [8] . 3.2.2 T = 190 K: Now, let us increase the temperature to T = 190 K. At this temperature, ε B = 7.70 + 0.66i . The plots of Re {q}, Im {q}, Re {α A1 }, Re {α A2 }, and Re {α B } versus ψare provided in Fig. 4 . The surface-wave solutions found can be organized into four branches: branch 1 exists for ψ ∈ (38
• , 68
• ), and branch 4 for ψ ∈ (0 • , 7 • ). Either none, one, two, or three distinct Dyakonov surface waves can exist for ψ ∈ (0 • , 90 • ). Dyakonov surface waves on branch 2 have quite distinct characteristics from those on branches 1, 3, and 4. Specifically, the surface waves on branch 2 have lower phase speeds, decay more rapidly along the propagation direction, and are much more tightly bound to the interface z = 0 (especially in the halfspace z > 0) than the surface waves on the other three branches. Again, dissipation in the partnering materials is responsible for the number of solution branches exceeding unity.
3.2.3 T = 200 K: Increasing the temperature to T = 200 K, at which ε B = 2.87 + 1.07i , has a dramatic effect on the surface-wave solutions. This may be appreciated from Fig. 5 wherein the plots analogous to those given in Figs. 2 and 4 are presented. Here, there is only one solution branch, and it spans ψ ∈ (0 • , 90 • ). In other words, a Dyakonov surface wave exists for every ψ ∈ (0
• , 90 • ), the angular existence domain being the maximum possible due to the partnering materials being dissipative.
As compared to the surface waves on branches labeled 2 for T = 180 K and 190 K, the surface waves at T = 200 K have a rather larger phase speed, decay more slowly alongû x , and are slightly less tightly bound to the interface z = 0.
3.2.4 T = 205 K: Further increasing the temperature so that the real part of ε B changes from being small in magnitude and positive valued to being small in magnitude and negative valued As compared with the Dyakonov surface waves at T = 200 K, the SPP waves at T = 205 K have rather larger phase speeds, decay more quickly along the propagation direction in the xy plane, and are slightly more tightly bound to the interface z = 0 in the half-space z < 0. 3.2.5 T = 220 K: Finally, let us increase the temperature to T = 220 K so that ε B = −13.66 + 2.44i . As revealed in Fig. 7 , there are two branches of surface-wave solutions: branch 1 exists for ψ ∈ (0
• , 67 • ) and branch 2 for ψ ∈ (76 • , 90 • ). There are no solutions for ψ ∈ (67 • , 76 • ). Thus, at most one SPP wave can propagate for ψ ∈ (0
• , 90 • ). In comparison to the SPP waves on branch 2, those on branch 1 have lower phase speeds, decay more quickly along the propagation direction and are substantially more tightly bound to the interface z = 0 (especially in the half-space z > 0).
The absence of solutions for ψ ∈ (67 Fig. 7 merits further discussion. While SPP-wave propagation guided by the planar interface of an isotropic dielectric material and an isotropic metal is possible for all ψ, the incorporation of a uniaxial dielectric material to partner the metal can dramatically change this [30] - [32] . Unlike the simple SPP-wave-propagation scenario wherein both partnering materials are isotropic [2] , [3] , when the partnering dielectric material is uniaxial, the SPP wave on the metal side of the planar interface is generally composed of both s-and p -polarized components. As a result, either s-or p -polarized incident light can excite the SPP wave, in general [1] . Similarly, the SPP wave on the dielectric side of the planar interface comprises both ordinary and extraordinary components, whose relative magnitudes and phases depend upon the direction of propagation. One (and only one) solution of the dispersion equation exists for all [3] ; the same can be expected when ς does not deviate too much from unity [30] , but SPP-wave propagation may not be possible for all ψ when ς is substantially different from unity, as is evident from Fig. 7 for ς = 4.136 + 0.032i .
Discussion and closing remarks
We investigated the changes that occur with temperature in the character of surface-wave propagation guided by the planar interface of a temperature-sensitive isotropic material and a temperature-insensitive uniaxial material, each characterized by a relative permittivity dyadic and the optic axis of the uniaxial partnering material lying wholly in the interface plane. Over the temperature range considered, the real part of the relative permittivity scalar of the isotropic partnering material changes from positive to negative and, thus, that material changes from being a weakly dissipative dielectric material to a metal.
At the lower temperatures, at which the isotropic material behaves as a weakly dissipative material, only one surface wave that is tightly bound to the planar interface propagates, and the angular existence domain for this surface wave is relatively small; other surface waves that are not tightly bound to the planar interface also propagate, and the angular existence domains for these surface waves are much larger. All of these waves are Dyakonov surface waves. Multiple Dyakonov surface waves may propagate in a specific direction. At higher temperatures, at which the isotropic material behaves as a weakly dissipative metal, only one SPP wave propagates for a substantial (and even complete) range of ψ from 0
• to 90 • , tightly bound to the interface z = 0. There may be a range of ψ for which surface-wave propagation does not occur. At intermediate temperatures, at which the real part of the relative permittivity of the isotropic material is close to zero, only one surface wave propagates. This surface wave does so in all directions and it is tightly bound to the interface z = 0. It can be classified either as a Dyakonov surface wave or as a SPP wave, depending on the sign of Re {ε B }.
The preceding numerical study clearly demonstrates that the character of surface waves can be highly sensitive to temperature. For the particular example investigated, the numbers of propagating surface waves, their angular existence domains, their propagation constants, and their decay constants, could all be dramatically altered by varying the temperature, over the regimes that allow the propagation of Dyakonov surface waves and surface-plasmon-polariton waves. The ability to thermally tune surface-wave characteristics may be potentially exploited for low-temperature applications in the terahertz regime [33] .
